Maternal adaptations and inheritance in the transgenerational programming of adult disease
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Adverse exposures *in utero* have long been linked with an increased susceptibility to adult cardio-renal and metabolic diseases. Clear gender differences exist, whereby growth restricted females, although exhibiting some phenotypic modifications, are often protected from overt disease outcomes. One of the greatest physiological challenges facing the female gender however is that of pregnancy, yet little research has focused on the outcomes associated with this, as a potential 'second-hit' for those who were small at birth. We review the limited evidence suggesting that pregnancy may unmask cardio-renal and metabolic disease states and the consequences for long-term maternal health in females who were born small. Additionally, a growing area of research in this programming field is in the transgenerational transmission of low birth weight and disease susceptibility. Pathways for transmission might include an abnormal adaptation to pregnancy by the growth restricted mother and/or inheritance via the parental germline. Strategies to optimise the pregnancy environment and/or prevent the consequences of inheritance of programmed deficits and dysfunction are of critical importance for future generations.
Developmental Origins of Health and Disease

More than two decades ago, David Barker proposed that developmental insults during critical intrauterine or early postnatal periods program an increased susceptibility to developing a myriad of adult-onset diseases (Barker et al. 1989a; Barker et al. 1990; Hales et al. 1991). Strong epidemiologic evidence for an association between low weight at birth and increased incidence of adult cardiovascular and metabolic diseases were the basis for this developmental origins of health and disease hypothesis. Recent work in both humans and animal models support these findings, with additional evidence for a developmental origin of kidney disease (Hoy et al. 1999).

The human fetus can respond to an adverse intrauterine environment by altering its growth and developmental patterns (Bateson et al. 2004; Gluckman et al. 2005; Hales and Barker 1992; Lucas 1991). In order to enhance immediate survival under poor in utero conditions, the growth of key body organs, particularly the brain, is protected at the detriment of others (Hales and Barker 1992). Offspring physiology is permanently altered and this ‘thrifty phenotype hypothesis’ suggests that in utero adaptations become unfavourable when postnatal nutrition is affluent (Hales and Barker 1992). Lucas’ ‘programming’ definition further proposes that adaptations induced during sensitive developmental periods serve as predictive responses of postnatal life (Lucas 1991).

More recently, the term ‘developmental plasticity’ is employed and describes a variety of phenotypes that result from a single genotype in response to different environmental stimuli (Barker 2004). This phrase also offers an intergenerational perspective, such that primary alterations are maintained and perpetuated across generations via non-genetic or heritable mechanisms (Drake and Walker 2004; Bateson et al. 2004). Used interchangeably, these terms link the development of adult disease to adverse conditions in utero that is typically marked by a low weight at birth.

Low birth weight is defined as weighing less than the 10th percentile for gestational age (or <2.5kg at term) and occurs in ~10% of pregnancies worldwide (Berghella 2007; Martin et al. 2007). Maternal stressors such as malnutrition, hypoxia, glucocorticoids, smoking and alcohol consumption are associated with fetal growth restriction and have serious implications for later offspring health (Granger 2002; Berghella 2007). Furthermore, spontaneous pregnancy complications such as inadequate trophoblast invasion prevent maximal dilation of uteroplacental arteries, increased resistance and reduced nutrient and oxygen delivery to the fetus (Wu et al. 2006). While maternal undernutrition is responsible for the majority of fetal growth restriction in developing countries, uteroplacental insufficiency is of considerable concern to the Western world and becomes most apparent during the third trimester when fetal demands are at their greatest (Henriksen and Clausen 2002).

Growth restricted infants often experience ‘catch-up’ growth where weight is restored towards their genetic growth trajectory by late childhood (McMillen and Robinson...
Such accelerated growth however is independently associated with an increased risk of developing a range of adult diseases (Eriksson et al. 2000). Eriksson and colleagues reported that an accelerated growth from birth to seven years of age amplified the risk of adult hypertension in men and women born small, and growth beyond seven years was associated with the development of type 2 diabetes (Eriksson et al. 2000). Further studies identified that low weight gain before, and rapid weight gain after one year of age increased the incidence of coronary heart disease in men that were thin at birth (Eriksson et al. 2001). Early catch-up growth before one year of age may therefore protect against the adverse effects of low birth weight through an adaptive response to increased demand, while weight gain in later childhood, upon restricted cell numbers and limited plasticity, is likely to exhaust overall function. It has been suggested that childhood weight gain following restricted growth in utero may be an evolutionary advantage to buy survival at least until reproductive age (McMillen and Robinson 2005). Indeed, the timing of such catch-up growth appears to be a critical determinant for long-term health.

While recent reviews have focused on the evidence for developmental origins of adult cardiovascular, kidney and metabolic diseases, including the disparity between males and females in disease risk and the tissue systems affected, we extend our review to include the physiological constraints of the growth restricted female, particularly with regard to her pregnancy outcome and long-term maternal health. Furthermore, we review the role of the maternal environment vs inheritance (and their interactions) in the transfer of disease risk to a subsequent generation.

**Developmental Origins of Cardiovascular and Kidney Disease**

The inverse relationship between birth weight and cardiovascular disease risk has been well documented across a range of human populations. Studies by Barker and colleagues are routinely carried out in well developed, well-nourished settings across the United Kingdom (Barker et al. 1989a; Barker et al. 1990; Barker et al. 1989b; Osmond et al. 1993; Law et al. 1993), while others are in pregnant women exposed to undernutrition, such as during the Dutch hunger winter (Painter et al. 2005). Despite widespread famine, women continued to conceive and give birth, such that the trimesters of pregnancy to which the fetus was exposed were able to be separated (Ravelli et al. 1998). This provided a unique opportunity to identify the organ systems affected by perturbations during specific developmental periods. It was found that adults whose mothers were exposed to famine during first trimester had increased rates of coronary heart disease and alterations to clotting factors compared with those exposed during late gestation or not at all. Those from mothers exposed during mid gestation showed increased risk of microalbuminuria, while those exposed in late gestation were more likely to experience glucose intolerance (Roseboom et al. 2001). The
mechanisms pertaining to disease development however may differ by initial cause, and caution should be exercised upon review of various populations.

One of the first studies in the United Kingdom involved 5,654 men born during 1911-30 that were traced throughout their lives (Barker et al. 1989a). Men with the lowest weights at birth had the greatest death rates from ischemic heart disease and it was proposed that measures to increase prenatal growth should be employed. A similar study was concurrently carried out in over 5,000 women born during 1923-30 and the highest death rates from cardiovascular disease were among those born of below-average weight; the association weaker than seen in men (Osmond et al. 1993).

Since these early findings, a range of studies have been carried out observing the relationship between birth weight and cardiovascular disease risk factors such as hypertension. A study in both men and women aged 46-54 years, showed a strong inverse association between weight at birth and blood pressure (Barker et al. 1990). Furthermore, Law and colleagues found that for every kilogram decrease in birth weight, systolic blood pressure increased by 5.2mmHg in 64-71 year old British men and women and the strength of this relation increased with age (Law et al. 1993). Even at 10 years of age, systolic blood pressure has been shown to increase by 0.38mmHg and 1.32mmHg in British boys and girls, respectively, who were born of the lowest weights (Barker et al. 1989b).

Albeit less studied, similar associations between birth weight and renal disease (defined by a range of measures) have been noted. A comprehensive systematic review and meta-analysis of 32 observational studies across Europe, Australia, North America and Asia found that low birth weight was strongly and significantly associated with a 70% increased risk of chronic kidney disease compared with individuals born of normal weight (White et al. 2009). Glomerular filtration rate (GFR) estimates based on serum creatinine measures were performed across all reviewed studies and the magnitude of association was consistent for chronic kidney disease whether defined as albuminuria, low GFR or end-stage renal disease (obtained from dialysis and transplant registries). Heterogeneity in disease definitions however prevented joint estimates of the effect of incremental changes of birth weight on kidney function and adjustments for age, sex, ethnicity, socioeconomic status, parental factors, blood pressure and diabetes were inconsistent across the studies.

On review of the original studies, a Norwegian group reported that young adults born small for gestational age had low kidney function (reduced creatinine clearance) and for every kilogram increase in birth weight, creatinine clearance increased by 7.2 ml/min and 5.7ml/min in men and women, respectively (Hallan et al. 2008). An alternate study, included in the abovementioned meta-analysis, showed that American men, but not women, born of low weight had a greater incidence of chronic kidney disease, defined as low GFR or elevated urine albumin/creatinine ratio at 18-75 years of age (Li et al. 2008). Birth weights however were self-reported and there were no records of gestational age. Nevertheless, a report comprising data obtained from medical birth registries
support an increased incidence of end-stage renal disease (Norwegian Renal Registry) in those with birth weights <10th percentile compared to weights in the 90th percentile and once corrected for gestational age, this association was also only significant in men (Vikse et al. 2008). Interestingly, the relative risk for end-stage renal disease in those born of the lowest weights was greater during the first 14 years of life compared with those between 15 and 38 years of age. It is likely however that any deficits established in utero had a greater impact beyond 38 years, upon exhaustion of early compensatory responses.

The prevalence of hypertension and chronic kidney disease for African Americans and Aborigines is much greater than white subjects in the U.S. and Australia, respectively (Hughson et al. 2003; Hughson et al. 2006; Hoy et al. 2006). Although likely to be mediated through malnutrition, numerous autopsy studies have been carried out in these populations to determine the factors associated with increased rates of disease. Amongst infant, child and adult African Americans, birth weight was directly and strongly correlated with nephron number and an estimate of >250,000 nephrons for every kilogram increase in birth weight was predicted (Hughson et al. 2003). However, in 2006 a follow-up study reported no association between blood pressure, nephron number and birth weight in African Americans but did in white subjects (Hughson et al. 2006). Despite nephron number being lower in hypertensive African Americans, it was suggested that a doubling of the sample size would be required for the difference to approach statistical significance. Strong correlations between adult height, nephron number and blood pressure have also been reported in Australian Aborigines, just as low nephron number is associated with increased susceptibility to renal failure (Hoy et al. 2006).

Since no new nephrons are formed after birth in humans, prenatal development is absolutely critical in determining final nephron endowment. Studies have shown a strong direct correlation between nephron number and birth weight, and a strong inverse relationship between glomerular volume and birth weight (Manalich et al. 2000). Similarly, Hinchliffe and colleagues showed that growth restricted stillborns had reduced nephron number when compared to those weighing above the 90th percentile (Hinchliffe et al. 1992). Furthermore, growth restricted infants that died within one year of a life birth showed reduced nephron number but no difference in nephron volume, indicating no early postnatal compensation. It was suggested that elective preterm therapy should be considered for affected fetuses in order to redeem renal development prior to the loss of the nephrogenic zone (Hinchliffe et al. 1992). Indeed, this has implications for other developing organ systems and consideration must be given to their critical developmental stages.
Developmental Origins of Metabolic Diseases

The link between low weight at birth and the subsequent development of type 2 diabetes was first reported by Hales and colleagues in over 300 men from Hertfordshire, U.K. (Hales and Barker 1992; Hales et al. 1991). A standard oral glucose challenge was performed to identify men with diabetes (plasma glucose > 11.1 mmol/l) or the precursor disorder, impaired glucose tolerance (plasma glucose 7.8 – 11.0 mmol/l). Hales reported that among men in their 60s, those who had low weight at birth and at 1 year of age were more likely to develop impaired glucose tolerance and type 2 diabetes (Hales et al. 1991). The study was repeated in a cohort of both men and women residing in Preston, U.K. and the prevalence of type 2 diabetes and impaired glucose tolerance fell with increasing birth weight; 27% in those weighing <2.5kg at birth to 6% in those weighing >3.4kg after adjusting for current body mass index (Phipps et al. 1993). Other epidemiologic studies have supported the association between weight at birth and the prevalence of impaired glucose tolerance, type 2 diabetes and metabolic syndrome (McCance et al. 1994; Lithell et al. 1996; Phillips et al. 1994; Phillips 1996). Furthermore, small placental size and increased placental to birth weight ratio is associated with impaired glucose tolerance and insulin sensitivity (Barker et al. 2001).

The importance of maternal nutrition on offspring growth and development is well supported by a number of post-war follow-up studies, most noteworthy being the Dutch hunger winter (Roseboom et al. 2001; Ravelli et al. 1998). Maternal severe undernutrition during mid or late gestation resulted in babies born lighter, shorter and thinner with smaller heads and placentas than those conceived either before or after the famine (Roseboom et al. 2001). As adults, these offspring were more likely to develop impaired glucose tolerance and obesity (Ravelli et al. 1976; Ravelli et al. 1998). In contrast, a study on 37 males and 132 females born during the Leningrad siege of 1941-1944 showed no relationship between maternal dietary intake and metabolic disease risk (Stanner and Yudkin 2001). Importantly, poor nutrition extended into the early postnatal years, in contrast to the Dutch hunger winter where it became plentiful within 3 weeks. This suggests that predictive adaptive responses occur by the fetus to maximise uptake of available nutrients resulting in conserved metabolism after the Leningrad siege; the in utero response may have been appropriate for the postnatal environment. This is in contrast to the Dutch hunger winter, as intrauterine malnutrition had an adverse impact when postnatal nutrition became sufficient.

There are limited investigations into organ-specific effects associated with programmed metabolic pathologies in humans. In intrauterine growth restricted newborn infants who died within 48 hours after birth, islet vasculature and the percentage of islet and β-cell densities were significantly lower than in those born of normal weight (Van Assche et al. 1977). Muscle insulin resistance has been implicated as a potential contributor, associated with reduced expression of various insulin signalling proteins and a failure to up-regulate skeletal muscle and adipose tissue...
GLUT4 gene expression following insulin stimulation (Ozanne et al. 2005; Jaquet et al. 2001). Furthermore, insulin-stimulated whole body glycolysis and muscle glucose uptake was reduced in 19 year old men with low weight at birth compared with those born of normal weight (Jensen et al. 2002; Hermann et al. 2003). As the skeletal muscle is the primary site for insulin stimulated glucose utilization, the defects in the expression of insulin signalling molecules may underlie or contribute to muscle insulin resistance resulting in impaired glucose tolerance. Other metabolic organs including the pancreas and liver however have not been specifically investigated in human studies despite a likely role.

**Animal Models**

Animals have been used in highly controlled, well-designed settings to investigate the underlying mechanisms between birth weight, cardiovascular, kidney and metabolic outcomes. A range of species are used in the manipulation of the maternal environment, including mice, guinea pigs and baboons and to a greater extent, sheep and rats. Research has focused on maternal exposure during specific gestational periods to a range of insults including glucocorticoids, hypoxia, smoking and alcohol, while those of interest to this review, being responsible for the majority of human low birth weight, are maternal undernutrition and uteroplacental insufficiency.

**Maternal Undernutrition**

Low birth weight can be induced by total caloric restriction (equal reductions of all nutrients) or specific nutrient deficiencies (low protein, iron and sodium) (Garofano et al. 1997; Hill and Duvillie 2000; Snoeck et al. 1990; Fernandez-Twinn et al. 2003). Models of different nutritional insults at different stages of gestation and/or after birth produce variable postnatal outcomes. Woods and colleagues reported that maternal protein restriction during all of pregnancy was associated with a 25% reduction in nephron number, 16% reduction in GFR and 10mmHg increase in conscious blood pressure in 21 week old growth restricted male rat offspring (Woods et al. 2001). Furthermore, a recent study reported that both pre- and postnatal protein restriction reduced nephron number, estimated renal plasma flow (eRPF) and GFR in male rat offspring at 4-5 weeks of age but blood pressure surprisingly decreased (Hoppe et al. 2007). An alternate study using maternal low sodium in the last 7 days of rat pregnancy, reported increasing trends for blood pressure in 12 week old offspring but no difference in nephron number during fetal, early postnatal or adult life (Battista et al. 2002). Finally, Holemans et al., reported no difference in blood pressure in adult female rat offspring exposed to global maternal undernutrition during the second half of gestation (Holemans et al. 1999).
In terms of metabolic health, rat offspring exposed to an 8% dietary protein deprivation throughout gestation had reduced β-cell mass and islet size (Snoeck et al. 1990; Dahri et al. 1991). When offspring were provided with a normal postnatal diet, islet morphology recovered, but if the protein deficiency extended to weaning, these modifications were irreversible. These studies provide evidence for maternal influences on fetal islet development, but also that the neonatal period exhibits developmental plasticity that may be specifically targeted to offset disease. Further studies on male rat offspring of mothers who were subjected to a low protein diet during pregnancy showed clear age-dependent changes in glucose control. In early life, glucose tolerance was increased and plasma insulin concentrations reduced, indicating increased insulin sensitivity that was absent by one year of age (Ozanne et al. 1998). At 15 months of age, offspring developed impaired glucose tolerance (Ozanne et al. 2003) and by 17 months frank diabetes was evident (Petry et al. 2001). Plasma insulin concentrations also doubled, clearly indicating insulin resistance at this age (Ozanne et al. 2003). Reductions in total caloric intake throughout pregnancy however differentially affect fetal pancreas development compared with protein deprivation. When severe calorie restriction (50% restriction) was imposed on day 15 of pregnancy in Wistar rats, β-cell mass and insulin content were significantly decreased from birth (Garofano et al. 1997). Despite improved nutrition after birth and evidence of catch up growth by weaning, β-cell mass and insulin content remained low, and in fact worsened with age (Garofano et al. 1997). Garofano suggested that dietary restriction during the weaning period is most detrimental to the development of pancreatic insulin status, while others have clearly shown that severe early restriction (70%) results in altered fetal plasma insulin levels and pancreatic structure and function (Woodall et al. 1996). Periconceptional maternal undernutrition studies in sheep however have shown slowed fetal growth and impaired glucose tolerance in adult offspring (Rumball et al. 2009; Todd et al. 2009) that might be mediated by impaired maternal insulin-related metabolism (Jaquiery et al. 2009). Indeed, differences in species, timing and type of nutrient restriction play a significant role in determining future health outcomes, but challenge the ability to interpret and collate the broad array of animal data. A review by Armitage et al. showed that two diets with the same amount of protein actually contained different sources of calories supporting that differences in diet composition are likely to contribute to the variable findings (Armitage et al. 2005).

**Placental Insufficiency**

Placental insufficiency is responsible for the majority of intrauterine growth restriction in developed countries and its induction in both sheep and rats have been extensively published. In sheep, removal of placentation sites prior to pregnancy or umbilical-placental embolization is performed during late gestation. These growth restricted fetuses exhibit a 24% reduction in nephron number
(Zohdi et al. 2007), delayed cardiomyocyte maturation and increased vasoconstrictor responsiveness in coronary arteries at embryonic day 130 (term 147 days) (Bubb et al. 2007). In placentally restricted fetal sheep, males but not females, had reduced β-cell mass, and plasma insulin and glucose concentrations, whilst glucose stimulated insulin disposition was enhanced (Robinson et al. 1979; Gatford et al. 2008). Alternate studies have subsequently shown that aged male sheep develop fasting hypoinsulinaemia and impaired glucose tolerance (De Blasio et al. 2007; Owens et al. 2007). Surprisingly, β-cell mass was up-regulated in the adult male with increased hepatic but reduced skeletal muscle insulin sensitivity (Gatford et al. 2008). This might suggest plasticity of the pancreas and liver to attempt to compensate for the impaired insulin secretion and skeletal muscle insulin resistance.

First developed by Wigglesworth et al., ligation of the uterine blood vessels during late gestation in rats perturbs uteroplacental nutrient and oxygen perfusion, and compromises fetal growth and development (Wigglesworth 1974). Offspring birth weight is reduced by 10-15% compared with sham operated counterparts and is comparable to the magnitude of growth restriction seen in human populations (Wlodek et al. 2005; Simmons et al. 2001). This model is often characterised by asymmetric growth restriction (brain sparing) and incomplete postnatal catch-up growth. Growth restricted rat offspring consistently present with reduced nephron number throughout life and often develop elevated blood pressure by adulthood (Wlodek et al. 2008; Alexander 2003). Previously, Sanders and colleagues reported a 30% nephron deficit at postnatal day 21 in male rat offspring exposed to uterine artery ligation, which was associated with renal hyperfiltration and elevated urinary albumin excretion at 12 weeks of age (Sanders et al. 2004). At this young age, the increase in glomerular size is likely to have protected renal function; supported by the normal plasma creatinine levels and mean arterial pressure. By 22 weeks of age, we reported a 9mmHg increase in systolic blood pressure, associated with reduced nephron endowment (-27%) and concomitant glomerular hypertrophy in growth restricted male offspring (Wlodek et al. 2008). However, when these growth restricted males were cross-fostered onto a control mother from postnatal day 1, milk quality and offspring growth were improved and blood pressure and nephron number were unaffected (nephrogenesis continues 2 weeks postnatally in rats) (Wlodek et al. 2007). This highlights the postnatal plastic potential in altricial species such as rats, which would reflect late gestational stages in precocial species such as humans. In a later study by our group, growth restricted female offspring, cross-fostered onto a dam that underwent the ligation surgery, also presented with reduced nephron number from 6 months but compensatory glomerular hypertrophy did not occur until 18 months of age (Moritz et al. 2009). Although plasma creatinine levels were elevated in these growth restricted females, blood pressure remained normal even at 18 months.
Despite some evidence for an association between low nephron number and elevated blood pressure (Wlodek et al. 2007; Vehaskari et al. 2001), a large amount of data suggests otherwise (Sanders et al. 2004; Zimanyi et al. 2004). In an attempt to explain this phenomenon, Moritz and Bertram proposed that there are potential ‘modifiers’ that determine the final outcome in face of prenatal perturbations (Moritz and Bertram 2006). The timing and severity of the initial insult, as well as offspring genetics and postnatal growth, play a critical role in determining whether a nephron under-endowment leads to the development of adult hypertension. In addition, rather than low nephron number *per se* solely contributing to elevated blood pressure, compensatory alterations such as glomerular hypertrophy and eventual glomerulosclerosis may be important determinants. In the study by the Sanders et al., despite reduced nephron number and compensatory glomerular hypertrophy, there was no evidence of glomerulosclerosis at the young age (Sanders et al. 2004). Indeed, glomerular damage is likely to ensue with chronic hyperfiltration and thus impair kidney function and elevate systemic blood pressure in the long-term. However, we have recently reported elevated blood pressure in low birth weight male rat offspring, but no alterations in the mRNA markers of glomerulosclerosis, including collagen 1 and 3, MMP2, MMP9, TIMP1, TIMP2 or TGF-β (Wlodek et al. 2008). Although kidney tissue sections were not precisely examined for glomerulosclerosis, no obvious pathological signs were detected during glomerular counting. Accordingly, it is possible that rather than glomerulosclerosis preceding hypertension, the development of hypertension itself may contribute to glomerulosclerosis, setting up a cycle that further elevates blood pressure. This is supported by a maternal low protein study that reported elevated blood pressure in 8 week old growth restricted rat offspring, with no evidence of glomerulosclerosis until 18 months of age (Vehaskari et al. 2001). This suggests other modifiers might be involved for the initial development of hypertension associated with low birth weight and deficits in nephron number.

It has been proposed that low nephron number is adequately compensated for, until a postnatal stressor (second-hit) pushes the kidney to its absolute limit and reveals a clinically relevant symptom (Nenov et al. 2000). This may explain variable findings in the association between nephron number and blood pressure, including why some adults can donate a kidney and never develop hypertension (Najarian et al. 1992; Ramcharan and Matas 2002). In support of this, rat offspring exposed to low protein during gestation and fed a high-salt diet during adulthood had greater increases in arterial blood pressure than offspring fed a normal salt diet postnatally (Woods et al. 2004) and ageing was linked with worsened hypertension in rat offspring exposed to a low protein diet from mid-gestation with reduced nephron endowment (Vehaskari et al. 2001).

Additionally, others have shown that uteroplacental insufficiency is associated with impaired glucose tolerance and reduced insulin secretion and sensitivity by 15 weeks of age in male
rat offspring (Simmons et al. 2001; Nusken et al. 2008). By 26 weeks of age, these growth restricted rats were markedly diabetic and obese, and β-cell mass was less than one third that of controls. Further studies identified that this β-cell deficit was associated epigenetic silencing of the key transcription factor, Pdx-1 (Park et al. 2008). This severe phenotype may be attributable, in part, to the susceptibility of the Sprague Dawley rat strain to metabolic disorders (Barzilai and Rossetti 1995). We have reported similar findings however in non-obese, growth restricted Wistar Kyoto males that were hyperglycemic and hyperinsulinemic at 24 weeks of age (Wadley et al. 2008; Siebel et al. 2008). This was associated with a 40-45% reduction in pancreatic β-cell mass, which was importantly rescued with improved postnatal nutrition (cross-foster approach) or treadmill exercise training early or later in life (Siebel et al. 2010; Laker et al. 2011). In contrast, our growth restricted females were not hyperglycemic, nor hyperinsulinemic despite similar pancreatic-specific changes such as reduced fed basal insulin secretion and a 36% decrease in β-cell mass. Of interest, a second-hit of a high fat diet for growth restricted offspring (induced by hypoxia) resulted in elevated fat deposition which was associated with significant impairments in lipid profiles and glucose homeostasis (Rueda-Clausen et al. 2011).

The metabolic capacities of the skeletal muscle and liver may also be compromised by poor developmental conditions. Impaired glucose tolerance in growth restricted individuals is associated with alterations in peripheral and hepatic insulin signalling and glucose uptake (Shulman 2000). Insulin-stimulated glucose entry into the skeletal muscle occurs via the glucose transporter GLUT4 (Dugani and Klip 2005). In the growth restricted rat, fetal skeletal muscle total GLUT4 expression is decreased, but the amount bound to the plasma membrane is increased. The diminished intracellular stores suggests a compensatory adaptation to low glucose availability during fetal life (Thamotharan et al. 2005). In the adult rat however, skeletal muscle GLUT4 was increased on the plasma membrane but translocation of additional GLUT4 in response to insulin was diminished. Impaired insulin sensitivity also contributes to the development of diabetes and impaired glucose tolerance with males particularly affected. Reduced skeletal muscle insulin sensitivity may be a result of reduced insulin receptor protein, elevated PCG-1 mRNA and protein and reduced expression of enzymes important for long chain fatty acid formation and oxidation (Lane et al. 2002). Additionally, insulin is unable to fully suppress hepatic glucose production and as a result, hepatic gluconeogenesis is increased in adult growth restricted male rats (Vuguin 2007). The reduced hepatic insulin sensitivity may be caused by increased expression of PPARγ coactivator-1 protein, a regulator of mRNA expression of glucose-6-phosphate and other gluconeogenesis enzymes in the intrauterine growth restricted rat liver (Lane et al. 1996; Lane et al. 2002). This suggests that alterations in hepatic glucose production may be the result of changes in intracellular signalling. Furthermore, Camm and colleagues showed that prenatal hypoxia, independent of
nutrient restriction, was associated with a downregulation of a number of insulin signalling proteins in adult rat muscle and liver (Camm et al. 2011). Developmental perturbations are associated with changes in the structure and intracellular signalling of the pancreatic islets, skeletal muscle and liver. The final outcome of these alterations is decreased insulin secretory capacity despite an increase in demand, leading to the development of impaired glucose tolerance and diabetes later in life.

**Programming Consequences for Females Born Small**

As previously mentioned, some researchers have identified exacerbated outcomes associated with postnatal ‘second-hits’ in those born small including the male gender, high fat/salt diets, lack of exercise and ageing. If however we consider one of the greatest challenges faced to women, we can hypothesise that pregnancy represents a profound physiological demand that may serve to unmask various disease states (see Figure 1). Given that many women will, at some point during their reproductive years, become pregnant it is surprising that very little consideration has gone into the pregnancy outcomes experienced by those who were small at birth. Here, we briefly review the intricate physiological state of pregnancy including cardio-renal and metabolic changes that are essential to support the growth and development of the fetus (Granger 2002; Torgersen and Curran 2006). Additionally, we review the limited evidence that, while the majority of pregnancy-related changes are physiological and reversed after parturition, sub-clinical diseases may emerge and in fact persist in the long-term, particularly for those who were small at birth. Importantly, adverse pregnancy adaptations for female offspring born small can have implications of the development of the next generation.
**Figure 1 Second-hit reveals F2 dysfunction**

A suboptimal intrauterine environment in the (F0) mother programs first generation (F1) organ deficits for offspring born small. Second-hit factors including male gender, poor diet, adverse lifestyle choices, aging and pregnancy may exacerbate the growth restriction phenotype of organ deficits and reveal dysfunction and disease in offspring born small. F0 = dot; F1 = dash; F2 = solid.

**Cardio-renal and Metabolic Pregnancy Adaptations**

Pregnancy is often regarded as a hyperdynamic, hypervolemic and low resistance state (Torgersen and Curran 2006). By late pregnancy, maternal blood volume expands by up to 50% in humans and 30% in rats to enable optimal perfusion and oxygenation of vital tissues and the developing fetus (Atherton et al. 1982; Hill and Pickinpaugh 2008; Granger 2002; Torgersen and Curran 2006). There is a larger increase in plasma volume relative to erythrocyte volume, resulting in haemodilution and physiological anemia (Hill and Pickinpaugh 2008). Cardiac output increases by up to 50% and heart
rate increases by 15-20 beats per minute by third trimester (Yeomans and Gilstrap, III 2005; Torgersen and Curran 2006). Studies in rats have reported reduced baroreceptor activity during pregnancy that allows for expansion in plasma volume (Hines 2000). Blood perfusion to the uterus (20-25% of maternal cardiac output), maternal kidneys (20% of maternal cardiac output), extremities, breasts and skin all increase at the expense of splanchnic bed and skeletal muscle blood flow (Hill and Pickinpaugh 2008; Metcalf et al. 1955). The hypervolemic state is secondary to a 15% reduction in peripheral vascular tone, restoring the initial drop in systemic blood pressure by term (Clark et al. 1989; Hill and Pickinpaugh 2008; Granger 2002; Torgersen and Curran 2006).

Progesterone and relaxin are likely responsible for the vasodilator response at pregnancy onset (Davison 1985; Torgersen and Curran 2006). Since diastolic blood pressure tends to decrease more than systolic blood pressure (Torgersen and Curran 2006), the pregnant woman is predisposed to edema and varicose veins (Hill and Pickinpaugh 2008). Increased fetal heat production also contributes to reduced vascular resistance, particularly in the extremities (Torgersen and Curran 2006). Despite increased levels of circulating renin during pregnancy, the woman is resistant to the pressor effects of Angiotensin II and blood pressure does not increase (Luppi 1999). This may be due to increased nitric oxide production during pregnancy, antagonising the vasoactive effects of Angiotensin II and noradrenalin (Rosenfeld 2001). Elevated renin however acts on the kidneys to retain sodium and water contributing to plasma volume expansion (Luppi 1999).

Dilation of renal vasculature soon after conception permits greater blood flow to the maternal kidneys (Lindheimer et al. 2001). By mid human pregnancy, GFR and eRPF increase by 40-65% and 50-85%, respectively compared with pre-pregnant and postpartum values (Lindheimer et al. 2001; Granger 2002). In pregnant rats, GFR and eRPF increases are smaller at 20-40% above normal (Granger 2002). Since increases in eRPF are often greater than GFR, the filtration fraction (GFR/eRPF) is reduced (Yeomans and Gilstrap, III 2005). Renal hyperfiltration is associated with increased urine flow and volume, as well as elevated creatinine, urea, uric acid and glucose clearance (Torgersen and Curran 2006). Marked increases in GFR may result in proteinuria, particularly in a pregnancy complicated by maternal hypertension and/or preeclampsia. In turn, increased solute filtration reduces plasma osmolality and viscosity, considered to aid uteroplacental perfusion. Many factors mediate the changes in renal hyperaemia during pregnancy. Elevated renal expression of nitric oxide synthase (NOS) is evident and inhibition of NOS isoforms have been shown to blunt renal hyperfiltration (Danielson and Conrad 1995; Gandley et al. 2001). Furthermore, the peptide hormone relaxin has been implicated in playing a critical role in renal vasodilation and hyperfiltration (Danielson et al. 2000).

Glucose is the primary energy source for fetal and placental growth and maternal metabolic responses are altered to meet these demands (Herrera 2000; Nolan and Proietto 1994). Despite
increased gluconeogenic activity, glucose is the most abundant substrate able to cross the placenta and is partially responsible for the maternal hypoglycemia seen during late gestation (Butte 2000; Herrera 2000). In addition, liver glycogen stores become depleted and contribute to the fall in blood glucose concentration. This hypoglycaemic state is apparent despite increased insulin resistance by maternal tissues (Herrera 2000). The exact mechanisms pertaining to the insulin resistant state of pregnancy is unknown but in vivo studies have shown that pregnant rats become progressively resistant, probably due to the constitutive availability of insulin (Leturque et al. 1984a; Leturque et al. 1984b; Knopp et al. 1970b). Compensatory increases in insulin synthesis and secretion peak around mid gestation, partly attributed to increased β-cell division (proliferation) and size (hypertrophy) which doubles β-cell mass by term (Fowden and Hill 2001; Blondeau et al. 1999; Kawai and Kishi 1999). Glucose is the major impetus for β-cell compensation during pregnancy, so the transient hyperglycemia in response to diminished insulin sensitivity may mediate this structural and functional adaptation in the pancreas (Butte 2000). Furthermore, the considerably greater secretory response of pancreatic β-cells relative to maternal blood glucose in normal pregnancy indicates an overall increased sensitization to the effects of glucose (Bone and Taylor 1976; Leturque et al. 1984a; Kawai and Kishi 1999). These adaptive and reversible changes within the pancreatic islets are thought to be mediated by placental lactogen and/or prolactin (Bell and Bauman 1997).

Lipid metabolism is also altered during pregnancy, with accumulation of fat deposits and increased plasma cholesterol and triglyceride concentrations (Hyttén and Leitch 1971; Lopez-Luna et al. 1986; Merzouk et al. 2000). Additionally, hyperlipidemia corresponds to an increase in plasma triglycerides during late pregnancy as a result of enhanced adipose tissue lipogenesis (Huda et al. 2009; Knopp et al. 1970a). The first two thirds of pregnancy reflect an anabolic state, whereby maternal fat stores are accumulated in response to increased nutrient storage and hyperphagia (Lopez-Luna et al. 1986; Villar et al. 1992). In the last third of pregnancy, fetal growth and development is accelerated, sustained by enhanced placental transfer of nutrients and the mother switches to a catabolic state (Knopp et al. 1970a; Butte 2000).

Skeletal muscle is the primary site of glucose disposal and along with the liver, it also becomes resistant to insulin during the latter half of pregnancy (Bell and Bauman 1997). This is accompanied by decreased glucose uptake in peripheral tissues and increased hepatic glucose output. Skeletal muscle insulin resistance is balanced by a sustained state of hyperinsulinaemia that maintains normal glucose homeostasis. The precise mechanisms underlying skeletal muscle insulin resistance are unknown but may involve alterations in the early stages of insulin action. These include changes in expression and action of the insulin receptor, insulin receptor substrate-1 (IRS-1) and PI-3-kinase. Upon insulin stimulation in pregnant rats, Saad and colleagues found that there
were no significant effects on insulin receptor levels in rat liver and muscle (Saad et al. 1997). Despite normal numbers, there was a 30-36% reduction in the autophosphorylation of IR in the liver and skeletal muscle, consistent with reductions in IRS-1 and PI-3-kinase protein levels.

**Pregnancy as a Second-hit**

Pre-pregnancy disease or increased susceptibility to disease may become exacerbated during pregnancy as maternal and fetal demands increase. Certainly, this may compromise the acute and long-term health of the mother, as well as the developing offspring. A recent population-based study in Norway reported that women with elevated blood pressure and reduced GFR antedating pregnancy were at increased risk of developing preeclampsia and giving birth to preterm or small for date infants (Munkhaugen et al. 2009). It was found that 15% of women within reproductive age have a mild decrease in GFR and thus early identification and treatment of renal insufficiency is critical in the prevention of adverse pregnancy outcomes. In addition, women with chronic kidney disease are at 37% increased risk for delivering a low birth weight offspring (Jones and Hayslett 1996), and others concluded that chronic kidney disease was associated with preeclampsia, preterm delivery, chronic hypertension and worsening renal function during pregnancy (Ramin et al. 2006).

Klebanoff and colleagues reported that small birth weight women were more likely to develop hypertension during pregnancy, after 20 weeks’ gestation, compared with those born of normal weight (Klebanoff et al. 1999). Pregnancy induced hypertension in those born small showed a stronger association than that for preterm women and was independent of their mothers’ own gestational blood pressure. In addition, others have reported that being born small for gestational age markedly increases the risk of severe preeclampsia, independent of exposure to preeclampsia in the previous generation (Zetterström et al. 2007). Reduced nephron number and/or alterations in maternal vascular remodelling may mediate gestational hypertension and proteinuria in women who were born small. In healthy rats however, Baylis and colleagues reported equal relaxation of afferent and efferent arterioles during pregnancy, thus keeping glomerular pressure constant and unlikely to cause morphological damage (Baylis 1994). This supported a previous study also in healthy rats showing no blood pressure or renal pathology following five successive pregnancies (Baylis and Rennke 1985). Indeed, cardio-renal health during pregnancy may be determined by a pre-existing susceptibility. We have recently found however, that despite previous reports of nephron deficits and vascular dysfunction in non-pregnant rats (Anderson et al. 2006;Moritz et al. 2009;Mazzuca et al. 2010), females have normal blood pressure and no overt renal pathologies during late pregnancy (Gallo et al. 2012). Although pregnancy was associated with the emergence of glomerular hypertrophy at an earlier age (4 months) than previously reported in 18 month old virgin females (Moritz et al. 2009), this may reflect perfect adaptation to maintain optimal function.
during pregnancy. Additionally, the same cohort of growth restricted pregnant females exhibited rescued uterine artery stiffness compared with virgin counterparts (Mazzuca et al. 2009a); an adaptive response to maintain uteroplacental blood perfusion. Thus, growth restricted female rats show at 4 months of age mostly normal cardio-renal function during pregnancy. Increased maternal age and obesity however, reflective of current Western trends, may reveal an adverse cardio-renal phenotype in those who were born small.

Gestational diabetes mellitus affects 3-7% of all pregnancies and is defined by any degree of impaired glucose tolerance. Insufficient pancreatic insulin response relative to the insulin resistant state of pregnancy is a major contributor to glucose intolerance (Kuhl 1991; Van Assche et al. 2001) and is associated with an increased risk of developing type 2 diabetes in later life (Feig et al. 2008; Retnakaran et al. 2008; Retnakaran 2009). Thus, an adverse pregnancy adaptation may accelerate the development of type 2 diabetes in susceptible women (Sattar 2004) and a strong inverse relationship has been shown between a woman’s own birth weight and her subsequent risk for gestational diabetes mellitus (Seghieri et al. 2002). We have recently reported that in response to a glucose load, plasma glucose concentration in growth restricted pregnant females does not lower to the same magnitude as controls (Gallo et al. 2012). This loss of glucose tolerance was sustained to at least 90 minutes post-glucose injection, despite a normal plasma insulin response. Future maternal risk of developing diabetes and cardiovascular disease is directly proportional to the degree of gestational dysglycemia (Carr et al. 2008; Retnakaran 2009), such that growth restricted females who develop even mild gestational glucose intolerance are at increased risk later in life. Furthermore, given the adverse effects of maternal obesity on glucose metabolism during pregnancy and excess weight gain after pregnancy (Gunderson et al. 2004; Huda et al. 2009; Sathyapalan et al. 2009), exposing our growth restricted females to high-fat feeding is likely to reveal and exacerbate a cardio-renal and metabolic disease phenotype during and after pregnancy.

**Long-term Maternal Health**

While the majority of pregnancy adaptations are transitory and fully reversed after delivery, some alterations have been shown to persist in the long-term. A study in humans found that blood pressure was, on average, 2mmHg lower in parous compared with non-parous women 20 years post-pregnancy (Gunderson et al. 2008). This difference between groups was suggested to be mediated by pregnancy-induced vascular endothelial changes but it was noted that pregnancy may simply define a group of women with better cardiovascular function. Specifically, the long-term health of a mother following a complicated pregnancy has been an area of much research. Pregnancy induced hypertension is associated with maternal hypertension and microalbuminuria seven years post pregnancy (Nissel et al. 1995) and is a risk factor for cardiovascular disease at 40
years follow-up (Garovic et al. 2010). Furthermore, women with a history of preeclampsia have an increased risk of developing kidney and cardiovascular diseases (Vikse et al. 2008; Bellamy et al. 2007). Those women who experienced gestational diabetes in at least one pregnancy have a 30% increased risk of developing type 2 diabetes and a 2-2.4 fold increased risk of metabolic syndrome in later life (Sathyapalan et al. 2009; Gunderson et al. 2009). Women who delivered a low birth weight infant also present with elevated blood pressure and have increased incidence of ischaemic heart disease and maternal death from coronary heart disease in the long term (Walker et al. 1998; Smith et al. 2001; Friedlander et al. 2007). Finally, maternal life span is reduced following a pregnancy complicated by preeclampsia, preterm delivery or fetal growth restriction (Irgens et al. 2001; Lykke et al. 2010).

The mechanisms underlying these outcomes are not fully understood but such pregnancy complications may trigger permanent vascular and metabolic disruptions leading to future disease states. For example, markers of endothelial dysfunction have been shown to remain elevated more than 15 years following a pregnancy complicated by preeclampsia (Sattar et al. 2003). It is important to note that maternal birth weights are rarely reported in follow-up pregnancy studies and thus the contribution of a previous developmental insult compared with a spontaneous complication in their own pregnancy is unknown. It is likely that the physiological stress of pregnancy reveals an underlying predisposition to disease in females who were themselves born small and provides an indication to future health outcomes. This has further implications for subsequent generations, whereby maternal and/or paternal disease states set up a cycle of continued growth and development perturbations with consequences for programmed diseases.

**Transgenerational Effects**

Much evidence supports that adverse conditions *in utero* are not merely limited to affect the first, directly exposed generation, but can have transgenerational effects. Several follow-up studies from the Dutch hunger winter provide compelling evidence that maternal exposures can have permanent life-long effects on offspring health that are perpetuated across generations (Heijmans et al. 2008). Women who were undernourished *in utero* during the famine delivered smaller babies that went on to develop a range of adult-onset diseases including hypertension, cardiovascular disease, impaired glucose tolerance and obesity (Roseboom et al. 2001). Additionally, the British National Child Development Study showed programmed effects on birth weight in the third generation (F3) through the maternal line (Alberman et al. 1992; Emanuel et al. 1992), while Kaati and colleagues showed transmission of cardiovascular disease and diabetes from grandparents who were exposed to low food availability during their childhood to F2 offspring via the paternal line (Kaati et al. 2002). Transmission might occur via direct exposure of F1 germ cells to the initial insult; termed
multigenerational effects. Alternative, or indeed concurrent hypotheses, are true intergenerational inheritance through persistent epigenetic modifications of either parental germ cells and/or abnormal pregnancy adaptations (see Figure 2). The two latter studies however suggest that programmed outcomes are passed to an unexposed generation via intergenerational inheritance, and that both maternal and paternal lines play a role.

**Figure 2 Transgenerational programming**

Uteroplacental insufficiency (F0) programs first generation (F1) fetal growth restriction, and gender-specific organ deficits and dysfunction. These can be transmitted to second generation (F2) offspring via direct exposure of F1 germ cells to the initial insult; termed multigenerational effects, true intergenerational inheritance through persistent epigenetic modifications of either parental germ cells and/or abnormal pregnancy adaptations. F0 = dot; F1= dash; F1 mothers or fathers = dot dash; F2 = solid; grey arrow = multigenerational; open arrows = intergenerational.
Animal models also provide evidence for transgenerational programming of various disease phenotypes. Torrens and colleagues showed for the first time, in a rat model of maternal low protein throughout gestation, transmission of hypertension and endothelial dysfunction of the high resistance mesenteric bed to F2 offspring via the maternal line (Torrens et al. 2008). Bertram et al. also investigated the transgenerational effects of nutrient restriction during early or late pregnancy on cardiovascular parameters and hypothalamo-pituitary-adrenal function in guinea pigs (Bertram et al. 2008). They found that F1 females exposed to food restriction early, but not late, in gestation delivered F2 males with adult-onset hypertension and increased left ventricular wall thickness and mass. On the other hand, basal cortisol levels were elevated, with alterations to HPA responsiveness in F2 offspring from dams exposed to late-gestation nutrient restriction. This may have mediated, in part, the transgenerational growth restriction observed in F2 offspring from late-gestation nutrient restricted dams. These data support evidence from the Dutch hunger winter, whereby fetal growth was reduced only in those exposed to famine during late gestation (Painter et al. 2005). This suggests that fetal growth is not a sole predictor of programmed effects, and is rather an adaptive attempt that cannot always be correlated with prenatal exposures. Others have subsequently reported elevated blood pressure and reduced nephron number in two rat generations, with the F2 phenotype coming from either the mother or the father’s prenatal exposure to low protein with no additive effects (Harrison and Langley-Evans 2009). There were no effects on the F3 generation suggesting that the initial insult had a multigenerational impact on the F1 fetus and the germ cells that form the F2 generation. This is contrary to the human work noted above, whereby disease transmission occurred in an unexposed generation (Alberman et al. 1992; Emanuel et al. 1992; Kaati et al. 2002). Transmission of cardiovascular dysfunction has also been reported in a rat model of preeclampsia, whereby reduced uterine perfusion pressure in experimental dams resulted in elevated blood pressure and vasoconstrictor hyperresponsiveness in two subsequent generations (Anderson et al. 2006).

Others have also shown altered glucose and insulin metabolism of male and female F2 offspring whose mothers were exposed to low protein during gestation (Zambrano et al. 2005). This occurred in a timed- and sex-specific manner, whereby insulin resistance was evident in F2 males from mothers exposed to low protein during lactation and F2 females from mothers exposed to low protein during gestation. Furthermore, in a maternal global caloric restriction study, reduced birth weight was transmitted to the second generation and, via the paternal line, these offspring developed impaired glucose tolerance and β-cell dysfunction (Jimenez-Chillaron et al. 2009). On the other hand, obesity was transmitted via the maternal line, demonstrating that metabolic pathologies may be predicted by the parental line affected. In an alternate study, growth restricted females with
impaired pancreas development subsequently delivered macrosomic male offspring (Frantz et al. 2011) which is a common diabetogenic effect; the U-shaped relationship between birth weight and later metabolic disease risk. F2 and F3 male offspring however had reduced relative pancreas weight at birth, with reduced islet volume and β-cell mass at postnatal days 1 and 21, and were hypoinsulinemic at day 21. Effects in the third generation suggest intergenerational transmission of metabolic disease risk factors through mechanisms other than direct exposure to gametes. Others support these findings, where effects on glucose metabolism were extended to the third generation (Benyshek et al. 2006). Indeed, transmission of altered metabolism appears to be associated with a maternal diabetogenic effect. Dexamethasone exposure during pregnancy has also been implicated in the transmission of low birth weight and development of impaired glucose tolerance in F2 male offspring via both parental lines (Drake et al. 2005). These effects were not associated with glucose intolerance in F1 males and maternal glucose tolerance was not assessed. Furthermore, there were no effects in the third generation. Many transgenerational studies to date have not considered nor explored adverse maternal pregnancy adaptations that may have occurred and their consequences to next generation offspring health.

Recently, we have shown in our rat model of uterine vessel ligation that F1 females develop some loss of glucose tolerance during late pregnancy but exhibit normal uterine artery relaxation (Gallo et al. 2012; Mazzuca et al. 2009b). This was associated with a 5-6% reduction in F2 male and female fetal weight compared with those from normal birth weight controls. Interestingly however, F2 fetal weight was not affected in those from growth restricted females that were not exposed to environmental stressors during late pregnancy (i.e. metabolic cage, tail-cuff blood pressure and glucose tolerance tests). This recent finding may be supported by several studies that have associated prenatal maternal stress or cortisol treatment to offspring low birth weight (Lazinski et al. 2008). Furthermore, pregnant rats exposed to chronic stress do not show normal elevations in placental 11β-HSD2 activity in order to prevent maternal to fetal cortisol transfer upon acute stress (Welberg et al. 2005). Our data suggest that maternal stress played an additive role in unmasking the transmission of low birth weight and may have implications for future health and disease.

**Pathways to Transmission**

**Abnormal Pregnancy Environment**

Underlying mechanisms in the transgenerational programming of low birth weight, cardio-renal and metabolic pathologies have received some attention in recent years. Maternal weight at birth, pre-pregnancy weight and weight gain during pregnancy are responsible for 10% of the variance in determining fetal weight, while fathers’ birth weight is responsible for only 3% (Berghella 2007).
We reported that growth restricted female rats catch up at mating and weight gain during pregnancy is similar to controls (Gallo et al. 2012). Thus, F2 fetal growth restriction in our model is unlikely to be influenced by maternal, nor paternal, weight. However, growth restricted females develop some loss of glucose tolerance and glomerular hypertrophy during pregnancy which is likely to influence the next generation (Gallo et al. 2012). Nevertheless, human studies have reported that short women give birth to smaller babies (Ramakrishnan et al. 1999; Cawley et al. 1954) and reduced uterine and ovarian size is evident in females who were small at birth (Ibanez 2000).

In addition to anatomical constraints, disrupted cardiovascular, metabolic and endocrine responses have been implicated in mediating much of the transgenerational effects associated with developmental programming. Specifically, maternal raised blood pressure, hyperglycemia and excess glucocorticoids have the potential to adversely affect fetal development. Maternal hypertension is associated with the delivery of small-for-date infants (Buchbinder et al. 2002) and gestational diabetes has been linked with increased risk of diabetes and obesity in human offspring (Dabelea et al. 2000). Studies in mice have reported hypertension, microalbuminuria and impaired glucose tolerance in offspring exposed to maternal diabetes (Chen et al. 2010) and female diabetic offspring of rats treated with streptozotocin during pregnancy deliver F2 offspring with altered glucose metabolism (Oh et al. 1991). We have shown that maternal exposure to physiological stressors during late pregnancy was an additive factor, in combination with low maternal birth weight and loss of glucose tolerance, in the transmission of F2 fetal growth restriction in rats (Gallo et al. 2012). Rat models of maternal nutrient restriction have shown altered vascular responses during an F1 pregnancy (Torrens et al. 2003; Hemmings et al. 2005) that may have long-term consequences for the F2 generation. Offspring born to hypertensive NOS3 knockout mice have increased sensitivity to vasoconstrictors, impaired endothelium-dependent vasodilation and hypertension (Constantine et al. 2008). We have recently shown however that increased uterine artery stiffness observed in non-pregnant growth restricted female rats is resolved in late pregnancy (Mazzuca et al. 2009a). When and how this presumably beneficial adaptation takes place remains to be elucidated, as increased vascular stiffness during early gestation cannot be excluded as a potential mediator of adverse F2 outcomes.

Animal studies suggest that mother-to-offspring disease transmission may involve somatic epigenetic modifications. Epigenetic modifications involve heritable changes in gene function that are not mediated by changes in DNA sequence. These might include chromatin remodelling (DNA methylation and histone modification) and non-coding RNA and microRNA modifications that are usually established early in development but may occur in response to environmental cues later in life. Alterations in maternal behaviour were associated with epigenetic modifications of the estrogen receptor ERα1b promoter and ER expression in brain tissue of female rat offspring and
transmitted down generations (Champagne et al. 2006). Thus, transgenerational transmission may occur through epigenetic modifications to somatic tissues, in response to alterations in maternal physiology and behaviour.

**Transmission through the Germline**

Evidence for a paternal role in the transmission of programmed phenotypes raises the possibility of an alternate route of transmission; epigenetic modifications transmitted through the germline. Female germline transmission may also occur, either independently or in addition to the somatic effects of an abnormal uterine environment. Rat embryo transfer studies have investigated this, whereby an F2 female conceived by a nutrient-and growth restricted F1 mother was transferred into a control mother (Thamotharan et al. 2007). It was reported that the transgenerational transmission of impaired glucose metabolism was independent of the uterine environment and thus mediated through the germline.

During normal development, inherited epigenetic information in germ cells is usually erased and re-set to ensure totipotency. Epigenetic erasure and re-establishment occurs again, post-fertilisation at non-imprinted genes. Often, these modifications escape reprogramming and some ancestral marks are inherited in the next generation (Jablonka and Raz 2009). Many programming models have described epigenetic modifications in offspring exposed to placental insufficiency and maternal nutrient restriction (Fu et al. 2004; Park et al. 2008; Pham et al. 2003). Recent work has also shown altered methylation and histone acetylation of specific gene promoters in a maternal protein restriction rat model that was transmitted to the F2 generation (Burdge et al. 2007). Female oocyte development in mammals is complete at birth and male sperm precursor cells are present from fetal life. Thus, prenatal insults have the capacity to interrupt the reprogramming process of germ cells and their precursors that go on to form the F2 generation, termed direct induction (Jablonka and Raz 2009). An alternate mode of transmission is through somatic induction, whereby insults to the F1 fetus induce epigenetic modifications in germ cells (Jablonka and Raz 2009). These modes of transgenerational programming however suggest effects are limited to first and second generation offspring only; unless epigenetic marks escape another bout of reprogramming in the germline and post-fertilisation. This would then describe true epigenetic inheritance, whereby stable modifications in germ cells are transmitted from one generation to the next via the gametes (Jablonka and Raz 2009). In the case of exposing a pregnant F0 female to an adverse agent, three generations of inheritance would be required to confirm epigenetic inheritance while in males, two generations are sufficient.
Conclusion

The contribution of adverse fetal exposures to the susceptibility and development of adult cardio-renal and metabolic diseases is apparent. While growth restricted females are often protected from overt disease outcomes, emerging evidence indicates an inherent susceptibility to abnormal pregnancy adaptations. Furthermore, the physiological stress associated with pregnancy in females that were born small may unmask or accelerate future disease risk. Susceptible females should therefore be closely monitored during and after their pregnancy for targeted prevention strategies.

Finally, abnormal pregnancy adaptations may be associated with the transgenerational transmission of low weight at birth and disease development in subsequent generation(s). This may be mediated by epigenetic somatic modifications, and/or (given the evidence for paternally-derived effects) through the germline. The established technique of embryo transfer can allow us to identify the contribution of an abnormal maternal environment vs inherited mechanisms. If evidence directs towards the former, strategies to optimise the pregnancy environment will be of critical importance for the mother and her progeny over generations. On the contrary, if inherited mechanisms consistently come of light, in combination with reported paternal effects, mechanisms underlying heritable programming of disease should be of key focus for future investigations.
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